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INTRODUCTION

An occupancy exercise may be defined as a planned port;un of a

civil defense training course in which students are brought together for

an extended period of time to ewperiencp some of the condit;-ns of shel-

ter living. The occupancy exercise is an indispensable part of shelter

management training. Both students and instructors overwhelmingly report

that the shelter exercise conveys to trainees the meaning of shelter liv-

ing, in a way that lectures and visual aids cannot duplicate.

The shelter exercise can also be used as a source of occupancy re-

search data which can be obtained from relatively simple behavioral science

techniques. It has been demonstrated that valuable information on a wide

variety of shelter phenomena can be obtained from the shelter stay without

interfering with the training qoals of the exercise and with minimum addi-

tional effort. Such information can be of direct use to many participants

In the civil defense program, from the individual shelter manaqement in-

structor to persons at the highest policy-making levels of the Office of

Civil Defense.

However, tapping the research potential of the occupancy exercise re-

quires planning, coordination, and rigorous execut~on of established pro-

cedures. The purpose of this document is to present guidelines for ob-

taining research data from occupancy training exercises. It is intended

for an audience of persons who are knowledgeable about shelter management

but who have had little or no formal training in behavioral science re-

search. It should be regarded as an introduction to a complex research

endeavor, and not as a complete handbook on the subject of occuoancy re-

search.



THE USE OF OCCUPANCY EXERCISE DATA

Some of the ways in which information accumulated from many shelter

exercises can be of direct benefit to the Office of Civil Defense are des-

cribed below.

Data about Condition of OCDOSupplies ('Quality Control" Data)

At present, the three 0CD training ccntefs, at inforial!y as "quality

control" agents for OCD. That is, when they discover supply items that

fall below specifications, or are missing or incomplete, this information

Is reported through channels to the appropriate office within the Civil

Defense Agency. This acitivity is limited by (a) the relativety small num-

ber of occupanrv exercises held annually by the 0CD training centers,

(b) their limited geographical coverage, and (c) the informal nature of the

"quality control" operations.

As part of an occupancy exercise research program, data can be col-

lected on the amount and condition of the supplies used in every occupancy

exercise. This could mean perhaps as many as 500 reports a year from all

areas of the country, covering most of the producers of the various 0CD

supplies.

Survey and Test of Operational Procedures

Occupancy exercises provide a simple and realistic way to survey the

effectiveness of the techniques for the use of survival stocks that have

been recommended by OCD and by the producers of supplies. The experiences

of shelter management instructors In improvising solutioas to operational

problems (such as the problem of tapping the OCO water drum) would be val-

uable date to collect and analyze.

When new or modified operational procedures are developed by OCO, they

can be tested In occupancy exercises before they are made part of guidance

for general distribution.
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Evaluation of Factors that Affect Shelter Manaqement

The analysis of results from occupancy exercises can uncoveor poten-

tial problems in shelter management which may not have been dealth with in

the training course. For example, the fact that occupancy exercises are

held in many different types of shelters permits at least a cautious cor,-

sideration of the effects of physical layout upon shelter management.

This includes the shape of the shelter (a tunnel shape vs. a square shel-

Lei) and iLs configui-ition (single area vs. multiple areas).

In addition, much data can be collected on people's physical and

emotional responses to confinement. These data can prove useful additions

to the corpus of knowledge about human behavior tinder shelter or shelter-

like conditions, as long as the research limitations of the occupancy ex-

ercise are kept in mind.

Improvement of Trainim

Data derived from shelter exercises can assist instructional staffs

in organizing the exercise for maximum training value. For example, how

many student shelter tianaqers are optimum for an exercise: one to manage

for the entire exercise, or two, splitting the time, or should as many

students as possible have a chance to operate as the shelter manager?

Occupancy exercise data can help clarify this training issue. Within the

occupancy exercise framework, simple experiments can be conducted to com-

pare the training effectiveness of the single-manacler versus the split-

management shelter exercise.

Evaluation of Student Performance

An occupancy exercise imposes upon shelterees the requirement to

implement what they have previously learned. Therel'ore. if the exercise

takes place towards the end of the course. occupancy research data can be

used as another test in evaluating the performancz of shelter management

students.
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The research value of the shelter exercise can be expressed in more

general terms. In the event of nuclear attack, fallout shelters through-

out the country will be occupied by people of all backqround, crowded to-

gether, frequently in large numbers, under varying degrees of stress and

largely untrained in what to expect and what to do. Their survival chances

will be enhanced by realistic plan4 for leadership and management and by

dissemination of these plans through trdining, in advance of any attack.

In turn, the adequacy of such pre-attack preparation is related to the

amount and quality of knowledge that can he amrased about human behavior

under shelter-like conditions.

The occupancy exercise for shelter manaqement training represents a

major source of shelter habitability data for the Office of Civil Defense.

THE NATURE OF OCCUPANCY EXERCISE DATA

What types of data can reasonably be expected to emerge from the app-

lication of research tools to the shelter exercise? The categories of

information pertaining to shelter living thdt can be obtained from such

exercises are listed below.

I. The condition and use of OCO supplies.

2. The availability and use of augmented supplies and equipment.

3. The structure of the shelter and its physical environment.

4, The characteristics and behavior of ý,,clterees.

5. The characteristics and behavior cf shelter management.

6. Shelter organization.

7. Shelter operations.

8. Simulated em'rqencies introduced into the exercise or unplanned

critical events occuring during the exercise.

9. Evaluation of the shelter exercise as a training techniques and

as an introduction to shelter living.

Specific informational items that fit into each of the above listed

categories are presented in Appendix A.
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The breadth of the above listed information categories should not

create the impression that research data derivable from shelter exer-

cises are limitless. There are a number of natural and imposed constraints

upon the occupancy exercise that cornti, the extent to which research can

be conducted in this setting. These are discussed on pages 18 and 19.

FORMULATING THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The first step in planning any scientific investigation is to deter-

mine exactly what it is the researcher is interested in studying. Some

studies in the behavioral sciences focus upon a very limited aspect of

human behavior; others generate data about a multiplicity of activities

and attitudes. But no study can examine everythin9 that happens to a given

population under given circumstances. Regardless of the scope of the

study, it is imperative that the investigator identify the specific seg-

ments of the total situation that his research effort will cover. Until

this is done, it is impossible to make dec;sions pertaining to najor sub-

sequent steps of the research process, such as selecting the research de-

sign, developing the research instruments, and detl.rmining the techniques

for analysis.

The statement of the research problem can take man. forms. It may be

phrased as an hypothesis, a statement that two or more variarbles are sys-

tematically related to each other. Even further, it may be in the form of

a causal hypothesis, in which a factor of the shelter exer,_,iS is sugqested

as the direct cause of one or more shelter phenomena.

A high percentaqe of occupancy exercise research studies will n.•t be

conducted as tests of specific hypotheses. Theyj wi ll largely be coni-erneo

with qathering data towards the Woals of Identifying, de•SLrib.ng9, and forr"-

ing hypotheses about significant features of thVc shelter experience. Such

investiqations, cailed descriptive studies, also require a crJr-cut I(orru-

lation of the research problem, in this case a sutatement of what aspects,

the totality of the shelter situation the investigal,)r wishes t.) examine
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In occupano.y exercise study can focus upon a single feature of the shelter

,xercise, such as medical complaints, or acceptance of the survival ra-

Sions. On the other hand, it carn seek to uncover data in many of the in-

3rmation categories listed on page 4.

It is important to reco~niz. that there is no inherent virtue in

tither a narrow, limited statement of the research problem, or a broad

ceneral statement. If the scope of the study is too limited, the result-

iq data may not be sufficient to describe The resulting phenomena ade-

jately. An over-abundancc of data, resulting from tco broad a statement

, the problem, may unduly complicate the data aathering process, as well

,,i the analysis and interpretation of the data. The appropriate state-

-!nt of the research problem should be based upon a consideration of the

(•ials of the study, the characteristics of the people, events and envir-

(wnent which the study will probe, and the research resources available

t ) the investigator.

In the initial planning phases of a research study, it is also nec-

esary to pose the question why this research problem should be investi-

'.ted in an occupancy exercise. The research rationale may be largely a

-actical one, a t-eoretical one, or a combination of the two. An ex-

iple of the ficst cateqo,-y is a study to determine the proportion of the

< D stocked survival rations that are substandard in quality. A study

t at, :•t the present timewould be largely a theoretical one is illus-

t-ated by an investigation of the comparative effects of high shelter tem-

ptratures on The performance of maies -..nd females.

In developing a rationale for a s.,jdy, it ii highly desirable to

kow what previous data and hypotheses have been generated in regard to

toe same or similar research problems. The fact that previous research

v,,s been conducted on a spet;ific problem should not deter the investiga-

t r foom pursuing his oriqinal goal. However, the results of previous

',i•vdles can and should have an impact on the way any additional research

i•t: some problcm is conducted.

6
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"dShould the study be carried out in an occupancy exercise?" is a

question that the research rationale is desiqned to answer. Of greater

practical 3 ignif;cance is the question, "Can the study be carried out

within the occupancy exercise framework?" As previously nentioned, there

are limitations o the research use of che occupancy exercise.

The moAt important constraint is the possible conflict with train-

ing goals. To prevent interference with training, certain types of

studies should be excluded from a program of occupancy exercise research.

For example, it would be unreasonable to plan a study of the effects of

exzended periods of darkrcss (eight hours or more) upon a shelter popu-

lation of shelter management trainees. An exception would be the case

in which a shelter exercises was designed specifically to prepare trainees

to manage a shelter under adverse illuimination conditions. In a similar

ve~n, it wou!d be undesirable to conduct a study that would require shelter

occupants to take tests lasting several hours, both before and afte, the

study, since time is one of the scarcest commodities in the current shel-

ter management training program.

A second limiting factor is the relatively short durot;on of the

shelter exercise for training. Generalizing from a 24 hour shelter stay

to a two week period of confinement is rarely warranted. Therefore,

occupancy exercise research should largely limit itself to examining

phenomena that occur in the first 24-48 hours of a shelter stay, and

also phenomena that are relatively unaffected by time, such as supply

procedures.

Thirdly, one must ask whether the research problem can be adequately

Investigated given the size and composition of the shelter population.

As far C3 size is concerned, a study of the effects of different organiza-

tional arrangements of task teams and living groups for large shelters

would be unwarranted in shelter exercises with 20 or so people. In regard

to shelteree characteristics, it should be kept in mind that, for the most

part, the participants In shelter exercises are adult males, many with

specific civil deftiise interests dnd assignments. It is unrealistic to

generalize at, tomatically from their attitudes and performance to those of

the general population. In exercises that utilize volunteers from the local

community, the problem is, to some extent, overcome.
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A final step in problem formulation should be mentioned. Before one

can proceed with the actual desiqn of the study, it is necessary to con-

sider what types of information will nave to be uncovered in order to un-

derstand and evaluate the phenomena under investigation. Some of the

questions to ask in this regara are:

I. Does the research problem require data about shelteree perfor-

mance, or about atLitudes and opinions, or both?

2. What specific activities or wnat specific attitude realms are

we interested in examining?

3. Is it necessary that this information be gathered during the

shelter stay, or can we wait until the exercise is over?

4. noes it appear as if we can get the data at a single time, or

will it require repeated applications of the data gathering

instruments?

5. Do we want data from every individual in the shelter or only

from selected persons?

6. Can the information be obtained without any preparation of the

respondents, or are special techniques or equipment necessary,

as in the case of measuring effective temperature?

The answers to questions such as these will qo a long way towards

shaping the design of the study and the way it is implemented.

THE DESIGN OF OCCUPANCY EXERCISE RESEARCH STUDIES

Occupancy exercise data can be derived from two basic types of

studies: (I) descriptive studies and (2) experimental studies.

Descriptive Studies

Descriptive studies, as the name implies, are attempts to describe

selected aspects of a particular social phenomenon, in this case a shel-

ter stay, through the collection and analysis of data. What characterizes

I n• I I IN I ll l • I lll l I• - . .



the (escriptive study is the absence of any attempt to manipulate or vary

part of the exercise according to a research plan. A descriptive study

cxamines the shelter stay as it unfolds "naturally."

An example of a hypothetical descriptive study may prove usefui.

An instructional staff decides that it would like to investigate whether

any management problems occur during the shelter exercise that are not

dealt with in the formal training sessions. The staff decides to gather

data after every exercise by questioning the shelter manager staff, other

shelterees, and observers or umpires. First they determine (1) exactly

what is meant by management problems, (2) what kind of information will

uncover the existence of management probiems, and (3) what questions will

provide this information. Then they develop three sets of questionnaires,

one for the manaqer and his core staff, one for other shelterees, and one

for the observer/umpire. The questionnaires are administered after the

shelter stay. The analysis of questionnaire data from a number of occu-

pancy exercises may reveal some potential management problems that are

common to all exercises, some that are common to exercises with certain

relevant features (e.g., children in-shelter, high temperatures), and

others that appear unique to a specific situation (e.g., a case in which

a sanitation kit liner tore along the seams).

A very large part of the research data generated by the shelter ex-

ercise will come from descriptive studies.

Although the descriptive study is generally the less complicated of

the two types of research studies, it nonetheless requires careful pre-

paration. It is not enough for the instructor merely to compose a number

of questions on topics that are interesting to him and ask students to

write down their answers during the post-shelter debriefing. Most of the

steps in the occupancy research process, page 22, should be followed for

even the least complicated descriptive survey of shelter behavior.

Experimental Studies

An experiment is any investigation involving manipulation or con-

trol of a variable and systematic observation of its results. No attempt

9
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will be made here to describe the varieties of experimental methods cur-

rently available to behavioral scientists. Such methodology is summarized

in the documents listed on page 24, especially (I), (2), and (8).

It is assumed that occupancy experiments will be desiqned by persors

trained and skilled in the conduct of human behavioral experiments. This

assumption is necessitated by the many pitfalls in behavioral experimenta-

tion, into which the inexperienced researcher may easily fail. The cen-

tral difficulty is Insuring that the variable being manipulated is not con- t
founded with other factors which might influence the results. Such con-

founding can not only obscure the results but may lead to erroneous con-

clusions.

Most behavioral experiments involve statistical analysis and infer-

ence. In order for such analysis and inference to be appropriate, the

statistical models must match the experimental desiqn, that is, the assump-

tions, underlying the statistical methods must be warranted. This means

that, in, general:, an appropriate understanding of statisticai methodology

is required for effective desiqn of behavioral' experiments-.

Beyond the question of desiqning experiments which will yeild war-

ranted conclusions, there is the matter of desiqning efficient experi-

ments. Some designs can be quite wasteful of time, money, subjects, and

data as compared to more appropriate designs. Design of an efficient

experiment may require a great deal of sophistication.

There are special problems in the design of occupancy-type experi-

ments. Among these are:

I. Non-independence of group members. Participants In a given

occupancy exerclse profoundly influence each other's behavior. This

means that measures for a given participant cannot, in general, be assumed

to be experimentally independent from those for other participants in the

same exercise. This lack of independence complicates the selection and

interpretation of behavioral measures.

2. Comelexity of interacting variables. Almost any occupancy exer-

cise will differ from another in a variety of inter-related ways. This

10



complicates the interpretation of results, in that it will usually not be

a simple matter to define the specific differences between exercises that

are being compared.

3. Sequential dependency of events. Shelter occupancy involves a

series of related events, with subsequent events being influenced by

earlier events. This makes difficult the design of experiments that app-

ropriately control event sequences.

All of these factors reinforce the need for the participation of

skilled experimental desiqn personnel in the planning of specific occu-

pancy experiments.

DATA COLLECTION

Factors to Consider In Data Collection

Most occupancy exercise research data will stem from the following

sources.

I. The general shelter population.

2. Specific persons in-shelter, such as the shelter manager.

3. Members of the instructional staff, observers, umpires, and

other special participants in the exercise.

4. Shelter records, either kept as a routine part of a shelter

stay or maintained especially for research purposes.

The information from the first three sources will larqely be based

on responses to written questionnaires. Before such a questionnaire or

any data collection instrument can be designed, certain decisions must

be made by the investiqator. The first of these has previously been

discussed in the section on formulating the research problem, paces 7

and 8. It deals with the amount and types of information that the data

gathering tools will have tn supply in order to understand what happened

during the shelter stay. What Information is needed and is obtainable,

to understand and evaluate the phenomena under investiqation? This is

not an easy decision to make. Let us assume that an investiqator is

II
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Interested In measuring the extent of thirst caused by the carbohydrate

supplement. A standard indicator of thirst is the anmount of water that

a person drinks. It may be unfeasible for training purposes to allow sub-

jects to drink as much water as they wish whenever they wish in-shelter.

An alternative is to gather information about the number of times a per-

son feels thirsty and the intensity of this feelinq. This can be accom-

plished by having a personal thirst record kept by each shelteree on which

he makes an entry every time he feels thirsty. However, this serves to

alert subjects to the fact that some study involving water, thirst, or

something like that is being carried out, which may cclor his perceptions

of how often and how intensely he feels thirsty. A third alternative is

to question shelterees after the exercise. Here one may raise the issue

as to how accurately an individual is able to reconstruct his feelings of

thirst over a 24 or 418 hour period. The problem of defining a variable

such as thirst so that it can be measured within the constraints of an

occupancy exercise is not an insoluble one. However, because the entire

research effort can stand or fall on this step, it requires thorough atten-

tion on the part of the research staff.

After determining what information Is needed to measure the effe-ts

of the experimental variable, one proceeds to the issue of what specific

questions should be asked of the subjects to obtain the necessary infor-

mation. It Is beyond the scope of this pamphlet to consider in detail the

science and art of questionnaire construction. For this, the reader is

directed to the sections on questionnaire design in any of the works

cited in the reference section, page 24. However, it may be useful to

Idenfity briefly some of the major issues In questionnaire construction.

I. How many questions should be asked about the phenomenon under

Investi ation?

Too few questions may lead to an incomplete understanding of

the relationship under study. Too many questions may complicate the

tasks of data gathering and data analysis.

12



2. What supporting questions must be asked, not directly related

to the phenomenon under investigation?

Background information is necessary for analysis purposes. This

includes such items as age, sex, education, occupation, CD experien(e,

and many more, depending upon the specific study.

3. Can the respondents reasonably be expected to answer the

questions?

A question may require knowledge that for one reason or other

is unavailable to the respondent. For example, information on indivi-

dual'b budy temperatures cannot be provided it there are no thermometers

in-shelter. A question may impose unrcasonable demands upon a respon-

dent's memory, e.g., asking him to recall something that had taken place

48 huui ago. An inappropriately asked question may embarrass or antag-

onize a respondent. An example of this is an inquiry into an individual's

sexual behavior or attit..ees.

4. Are thp questions worded in the best possible manner?

The wording of each question is an important consideration in

questionnaire construction. If a question is worded not too broadly, or

if it is phrased in too specific terms, the answers may not provide ade-

quate information for analysis. A question may also be worded in a

"loaded" or biased fashion that inadvertently directs the respondent to

select one answer over another. This may occur when the question con-

tains one sp'cific example of the type of answer desired, as in the case,

"were there any management problems in the shelter, such as racial

tensions...?"

5. Are the questions arranged in the best possible order?

It has been frequently demonstrated that the manner in which

individual questions are put together to form a questionnaire can have a

decided effect upon the responses to those questions. If respondents

are being asked to -ecall a series of events, it is desirable that the

question reflect the time order of the evornts. Care nust also be exer-

cised to avoid havinqj the answers to previous questions influence the

13
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responses to questions that come later. Questions on "sensitive" issues

should not be abruptly, initially "thrown at" the respondent, but should

be led up to with prior non-controversial queries.

6. What form of responses will lead to the most useful data?

The two basic types of responses to questions are open-ended

answers (free response) and checklist answers (controlled response). The

former allows the respondent to answer the questions in his own words,

while the latter provides pre-established categories (e.g., yes-no, multi-

pie choice) into which the respondent fits his replies. The advantage of

the checklist response is that it is much eas" r to work with in analyzing

the data. The advantage of the free response is that it tends to get

closer to what the respondent is actually thinking, by giving him free

rein in responding. The "trade-off" between accurate representation of

responses and manageability ot data must be evaluated in terms of the

objective of the study, the characteristics of the respondents, the avail-

able tools for data analysis, the available time, and other relevant

dimensions of the research situat on. One crmmon solution is to combine

the two approaches, by allowing the respondent to provide free response

elaborations of his checklist answers.

Data Collection Instruments

Some of the data collection tools that appear feasible to use in

occupancy exercise research studies are described below.

i. Standard occupancy exercise data forms. It is anticipated that

one of the primary data collection tools will be a standard data form

which will be filled out after every occupancy exercise by a person or

persons most familiar with that particular shelter stay. See page 23

for information about an occupancy exercise research program that will

utilize standard data forms.

2. Shelter records. A second source of research data lies in the

records that are normally kept in a shelter stay. These include:

14



a. Shelteree registration form which supplies a good deal of

background data, including skills related to CD.

b. Shelter log which lists the major planned and unanticipated

events that occured during the shelter stay.

c. Medical log which lists:

(1) the symptoms that shelteree considered severe enough

to request treatment, and

(2) the treatment that was administered.

d. Supply record which indicated the amount of shelter supplies

consumed during the stay.

e. Additional logs, reflecting shelter capability, such as a

temperature log, atmosphere component measurements, etc.

This might also include supplies that have been brought into

the shelter from surrounding areas, or personal belongings

which shelterees have brought with them.

The research value of shelter records is diminished if persons re-

sponsible for record-keeping devote casual, half-hearted efforts to this

task. Students should be made aware of the need to keep adequate records

not only for research purposes during peacetime but primarily as part of

training for decision making in emergencies.

3. Observer measurements and reports. Observations may be made by

instructors, shelterees, or additional participants. The observers, them-

selves, -nay be either in or out of the shelter, depending upon the specific

shelter and the nature of the problem under investigation. The main pur-

pose will be to take measurements and to make records of specific in-shelter

developments, activities, and incidents.

Examples of observer forms are:

a. A critical incident form, in which *inanticipated in-shelter

problems are recorded in detail.

b. Activity records, in which a description and evaluation of

scheduled activites (e.g., fe-eding. training) can be entered

in some (.etail.

15



c. Group behavior form in which the ormal and informal struc-

ture of the group are rtzcorded, at regular intervals.

A 5pecia! case is the shelter a;ary, where each shelt2r occupant is

asked to record his reactions to specific aspects 9f shelter living. The

shelter diary can also contain questions on medical problems, individual

consumption of supp!ies (f'iod, water), use of sanitation facilities, etc.

4. Pre-shelter measures-

a. CD information and attitLde test, to provide a baseline for

evaluation of occupancy impact.

b. Shelter anticipation measure, to gauge the pre-entr%, expecta-

tions of the pa ticipants about the shelter stay.

c. Pre-occupancy physiological measures, such as weight and

temperature.

5. Post-shelter instruments. Among the likely types ot post-shelter

tools are:

a. Instructor or observer description and evaluation of cxercise,

;n which a non-participant, or a participant, observer sutiar-

izes tne occupancy stay.

b. Shelteree evaluat;on form in which each participant in the

shelter stay describes his behavior and reactions.

c. Shelter manager critique, in which tie shelter manager re-

views the exercise from his vinLtge point.

d. Premoture exit form, to record details of any cjie in which

a shelter occupant left before the scheduled exit time.

e. CD infornwtion and attitude test, to evaluate the impact of

the occtpancy experience on the participants.

9, Post-occupancy physiological measures.

6. Data Sethering instr.eflnts for experimental maniptlationý. The

forms described above are largely associated with descriptive rcportinq

of data common to all occupancy exercises. When an experimenta) ma•nipula-

tion is planned, it wili oftcn be necessarv to suppiement the staodard

instruments with special data collection forms and devices developed for I
the particular study,
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

After eata have been cýllected, analysis and interpretat~on are tne

next steps to "he research process. These are the steps that. willi enable

the inve~tirator to systematically urqani/e the information accumulated

in the -,udy in order to provide a meaningful and standardized description

if the relevant port ions of the occupancy experience, which can be ccnnMpared

with data from previous, shelter exercises. The analysis and interpretation

ph~ises provide the an--ers to the research quest ins formulated at the be-

ginniing of the study, and~ fit the jn,,w(rs into the context of previously

available knowledgE,

Some of the resiearch procedures that ar- part of the activitý callec;

data analysis ate (I', developing rules for classifying the raw data ob-

tained from questionnaires, (2) coding and tibulating the data, ane. (3) per-

formirg the necessary statistical operal~uns to summnarize the a ta and ý.u

determine the reliabliity ef genera~izatior~s madt- from the data.

The logic and tecbriiques of occupi~ncy vxercisie -4,tu anlysis art, ýden-

tical to khose assoc'.L.%ed with reseatch in the h-havior-, sc~ence!.. Be-

cause thire are no ohvious sigioificant urniquenesses in occup,3ncy exercise

data that woujld a priori call for modification of the ustial tech-q¼ues of

analysis. detailed discussion of such, techniqjues a-z deemned outside thie

s-,ope of this guide. A description of specific mwthod, and Zouls of d~ata

analysis can be found irn any of the resear,01 i~eference wiork% that &-r

listed at the end of this document.

Several general poin~ts should be nkac M&jut inan vsis ),V intetpreta-

tion of occupancy exercise data. The first i,, th.it mainy types of data will

be gathered during the course of any o.,c(upancy rcsearch study. W,,pefully.

much of the information' will be In 0ýrt arsb~'r t,"r checklist form. whiti

allow! for ease in analysis. Howi'vcr, it can ý)c eopecte- that important

information will be con~tained in ý1,swvrs t) opt n-ended q~tes-tions that

shelterees. shelter managefw~ent -.caff frca.4ert', and instruc.t lolat staff frwm-

bers will provide. Int selectitiq procedures for thr %a#-alyss% of occupancy



e-ercise dat3, the differences in types and scurces of data must be taken

iHýto account. Clearly, these differences must also be considered in inter-

pteting the research results.

The second point deals with the optimum level of sophistication in

toe statistical treatment of occupancy exercise data, Most shelter exer-

6se studies will not warra•t extensive statistical operations. Some of

t~e reasons for this are: (i) the inherent limitations of the occupancy

e~ercise as an experimental situation, (2) the pre-requisite for statis-

tical training to employ the more complex techniques, and (3) the fact

t'at most people who will be reading and using cccupancy exercise research

rt•ort will have little or no formal training in research methodology.

Finally, a word on interpretation of shelter exercise data, The con-

straints upon the occupancy exercise that were taken ,,Lu account in formu-

ioting the rese-r-.h problem loom, large in the interpretation of the mean-

;rig and significance of the research results. To the constraints imposed

by the duration of the shelter stay, and the size and composition of the

she'tcr poPulatio- mwy ho Added i more genera& problem in dti irnterpreta-

tien. This concerns the generalizability of data derived from peacetime

rusearch studies to hypothetical behavior under wartime conditions. The

;rterpretation of shelter exercise research findings must be tempered by

a :onsideration of the likely differences between a 24-48 hour training

cxircise and shelter occupancy under actual emergency conditions.

Although the differences between peacetime and wartime behavior may

irleed be vast, the research analyst is not without resources to assist

hi,, in interpreting occupancy exercise data. For one thing, must research

diialng with the performance of military personnel and material is faced

with the problem of generating hypotheses about wartime environments and

be•:vavior from peacetime research. Out of this research setting have

eme!rged skills and knowledge that are directly applicable to the inter-

protation of occupancy exercise data. Secondly, an increasing amount of

irnormatlon Is becoming available on the sncia- effects of natural dis-

asters, Comparison between shelter research findings and the results of
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disaster field studies should prove of great value in assisting the

analyst in inte r preting occupancy exercise data., For the most part, civil

defense training staffs will not have the re5ponsibility for dea~in• with

the over-al! problem of interpretation of shelter research data. However,

marty training staffs will be using the results of occupancy exercise re-

search in onw way or another, and shout d thereforz be aware of the gen-

eralizability issue.

SAWIPLE OCCUPANCY EXCERCISE RESEARCH IDEAS

The following are examples of research ideas that can be explored

in the occupancy exercise with little or no difficulty. The studies

all have to do with OCD stocks. it ... u.d bc 5tres'd that the capab-

ility of ouccpancy exercise research far exceeds that indicated by the

research ideas described below. The modest proposals have been inten-

tionally selected, for several reasons. First is the matter of practi-

cality. Millions of dollars have been invested in the production and

distribution of OCD supplies. Occupancy exercise research affords an

opportunity to qain information about the adequacy in.use of these stocks

on a scale, and with an ease, hitherto unattained. The second factor

is that of validity, in the sense of the identity-between occupancy exer-

cise behavior, and anticipated behavior under conditions of nuclear attack.

The studies suggested below are relatively unaffected by the limitations

of peacetime occupancy exercises.

Study of Sanitation Kit Use

In its current series of experimental studies on shelter management

factors, the American Institutes for Research ran two groups that were

required to organize themselves in the absence of a trained manager. In

each case, faulty procedure. in regard .to sanitation led to situations

that could cause serious problems for management.

The first problem dealt with the interpretation of the instructions

on the plastic bottle of Weladyne disinfectant. In one study, five gallons
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-O1 drinking water, and in the second study somewhat less than that, were
Oci o .tthe empty sanitation kit because the directions on the Weladyne

bettle read '3 ounces for 5 gallons." That these were directions for normal

use as a disinfectant was not noticed by either of the persons who set up

the sanitation kit, one of whom was a high school science teacher, and the

other anc undergraduate physics student. The special civil defense instruc-

tionA were hidden under the list of ingredients, where one might not rea-

sonably expect directions to be. This would be an insignificant "nit pick-

ing" issue if It were not for the fact that five gallons of water repre-

sents a one week water ration for almost three people.

The second incident stemmed from the procedure adopted by one group

of putting the original cover of the sanitation kit tightly over the commode

after each use of the toilet. The constant removal and return of the lid

evidently stretched the poly liner, with the result that the liner tore

along a seam, causing a sanitation emergency.

"haese incidents far from exhaust the problems associaLed with the

sanitation kit.

A study of sanitation kit use can be carried out using occupancy exer-

cises, especially those with added untrained volunteer shelterees.

Each shelteree would provide data on his use of the toilet facilities

and reaction to them. The shelter manager and/or staff umpire would pro-

vide Information on sanitation from the management point of view.

The Water Siphoning Problem

This, as indicated previously, Is a classic "human factors" problem

in the utilization of shelter facilities. A survey of procedures adopted

in all occupancy exercises might uncover suggestions for the easy siphon-

Ing of water, so that (1) women and children especially might accomplish

this task without having to resort to sucking the tube, and (2) the Office

of Civil Defense might be spared any additional cost in remedying the

situation by replacing or supplementing the currently stocked hose. The

ingenuity that has been uncovered among the shelter management Instructional

staffs would permit optimism about an efficient solution to this problem.
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Condition and Distribution of the Carbohydrate Supplemeiot

1. It has been reported that under conditions of high temperature

the individual supplement drops combine into a mass that becomes diffi-

cult to separate, thus causing problems from the standpoint of sanitation

and equitable distribution.

Occupancy exercise reports on the condition of the carbohydrate

supplement in different parts of the country at different times of the year

would indicate how widespread the above mentioned problem is, and would

probably uncover solutions to it.

2. The distribution of the supplement is complicated by the fact

that not enough polyethelyne bags are stocked to provide one per shelteree.

As a result, improvised methods for distribution and storage of the drops

are required. Supplement drops have been stored in hands, pockets, extra

drinking cups, and waxed paper from the survival rations. A survey of

occupancy exercise experience might reveal additional, more efficient

methods of personal handling of the drops.

3. There are two schoois of thought on the apportionment of the

carbohydrate supplement. The majority point of view calls for distribu-

tion of the drops at scheduled mealtimes; the minority view calls for

once a day distribution so that shelterees can consume the drops whenever

they see fit.

The experimental manipulations of this variable could easily be

accomplished within the framework of the occupancy exercise. This should

lead to comparative data on shelteree acceptance of the supplement,

sanitation, food distribution, and management problems.

Condition of the Survival Ration

In a recent A*I*R occupancy stay, it was discovered that in one five

gallon tin of survival rations, the number of 2" x 4" crackers in a waxed

paper unit ranged from 13-16. Because the waxed paper unit is frequently,

If erroneously, used as a basis for distributing the rations, variability

in the content of the unit could cause problems for shelter management.
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Much more common than variability in number of crackers is variability

in taste and appearance within each type of survival ration. I

Occupancy exercises could be profitably used as a nation-wide sample

from which data on the condition (number, appearance, taste) of OCD stocks

could be gathered on a regular basis.

Dual-Purpose Use of Supplies

An important management guideline is that every item in-shelter be

examined for possible additional uses after its primary purpose has been

achieved. A recent OCD memo (SMS-57, 31 January, 1964) described an im-

provised male urinal constructed from two five gallon food tins in a food

carton.

The occupancy exercise has two possible roles in regard to dual-purpose

supplies. On one hand, the exercise can be used as a vehicle for testing

dual-purpose supply recommendations such as the urinal. The large number

of widely diversified subjects to be found in a sample of exercises can

put any dual-purpose recommendations to a serious test.

Secondly, the exercise can be used as a source of recommendations

about improvised use of supplies. Here, too, the heterogeneity of the sub-

Ject population, plus the ingenuiky of the training staffs, can be expected

to generate m•.y secondary and tertiary uses for items supplied by the Office

of Civil Defense.

STEPS IN OCCUPANCY EXERCISE RESEARCH PLANNING

As a form of summary of the content of this pamphlet, this section

presents a list of the steps that should be taken by anyone responsible

for planning a shelter exercise research study.

I. Identify the research problem.

2. Assess its research Implications (why study the problem).

3. Determine whether the problem can be studied within the constraints

of the occupancy exercise.
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4. Identify the major variables of the study, and formulate the hypo-

thesis, if one Is to be tested.

5. Determine what information is needed to understand and *valuate the

phenomenon under investigation.

6. Determine the appropriate research design.

7. Develop the necessary data collection instruments, or select exist-

ing instruments, where feasible.

8. Determine how many and what types of shelterees should be included

in the sample.

9. Plan the experimental manipulation to the fullest detail possible

(who does what, when, where, how frequently, to whom).

10. Modify the shelter schedule and scenario to accomodate the experi-

mental treatment (keeping the control group and experimental group

schedules as identical as possible).

II. Provide briefings to persons on the staf7 ur among the shelterees

who must be informed about the study (if feasible, keep knowledge of

study from shelterees during the shelter stay).

12. Conduct the experiment.

13. Collect the data.

14, Determine what techniques of analysis ire appropriate and implement

them.

15. Prepare and make available the results of the study, the conclusions

reached, and the interpretation of the findings.

16. Keep written records of the study.

AN OCCUPANCY EXERCISE RESEARCH PROGRAM

The Office of Civil Defense is initiating a project to establish a

program of occupancy exercise research as a test of the feasibility of

this approach. Under this program, data from the hundreds of shelter

exercises that take place every year In the U. S., would be transmitted

to an Occupancy Exercise Data Center where they would be analyzed using

various methods of automatic data processing.
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SAMPLE OCCUPANCY EXERCISE DATA CATEGORIES

I. OCO SuDDICes

A. Condition of Supplies

I. Items missing 4. Items below minimum
2. Incorrect amounts standards
3. Incorrect Items 5. Improper packaging

6. Variability

B. Operational Procedures

I. Preparation 4. Disposal
2. Distribution 5. Storage

3. Consumption/use 6. Instructions

C. Management Factors

1. Scheduling 4. Multi-purpose use
2. Rationing/apportionment 5. Security
3. Shelteree acceptance

II. Non-OCO EouiRment. Facilities and SuDlies Available In Shelter

A. Type of Equipment, Facilities aaid Supply

1. Ventilation 8. Fire, rescue, repair
2. Sleeping 9. Security
3. Communication 10. Food (Other than OCO)
4. Illumination I1. Water (Other than OCO)

5. Power v2. Sanitation (Other than OCD)
6. Training 13. Medical (Other than OCO)
7. Recreation 14. Radiological (Other than OCO)

15. Others

B. Location/ownership

I. Stocked In shelter
2. In building; near shelter
3. Brought In by shelterees

C. Inventory Data

I. Number
2. Type
3. Condition

1This refers only to supplies and equipment that are stocked In an actual

shelter that Is being used for training purposes.
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D. Operational ProLedures

1. Preparation 4. Disposal
2. Distribution 5. Storage
3. Consumption/use 6. Instructions

E. Management Factors {
I. Scheduling of equipment/supply 4. Milti-purpose use

use 5. Security

2. Rationing/apportionment u

3. Acceptance

III j Shelter Structure and Physica;s Environment

A, Dimensions

B. Configuration [
1. Single space vs. multiple 3. Numbers of rooms

space
2. Horizontal vs. vertical

space

C. Per person space

D. Aueve ground/below ground

, :•ecoal problems related to shelter structure

I. Temperature & atmosphere 4. Noise
2. Illumination 5. Moisture
3. Co munication 6. Storage r

IV, Shelteree Characteristics and Behavior

A. Background Characteristics

I. Age 4. Occupotion
2. Sex 5. Education
3. Religious ethnic background 6. Skills related to CO

7. Reason for taking course

i. Physical/medical Reactions

1. Weight change
2. Illness & Injuries

Types Treatment
Severity Effectiveness of treatment

C. Use of Facilities/Supplies

1. Food, water, recreational materials, amount, type used/consumed
2. Sanitation. numer times used to urinate, defucate, other use,

When used.
3. Other facilities, supplies
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9). Reactions to occupancy exercise

I. Reaction to following aspects of exercise:

a. Behavinr of others p. Recreation/free time
b. Communication messages Q. Religious activities
c. Food r. Schedule of activities

d. Heat and humidity s. Seating

e. Instructor, umpire t. Simulated emergencies

f. Keeping active u. Shelter cleanliness

g. Length of shelter stay v. Shelter living groups

h. Lighting w. Shelter management staff
I. Noise x. Shelter manager

j. Odor y. Shelter teams

k. Personal cleanliness z. Sleep
I. Physical exercise aa. Smoking

m. Pr;vacy bb. Space per person

n. Realism of exercise cc. Toilet facilities
o. Radiological activities dd. Training

ee. Water

2. Specific problems in regard to above aspects

3. Recommended solutions to above problems

V. Manaqement Characteristics and Behavior

A. Age of shelter manager

B. Sex of shelter manager

C. Occupation of shelter manager

D. Education of shelter manager

E. Previous management experience

F. Amount of pre-occupancy training

G. Manner In which selected

H. Leadership style

I. "Authoritarian 1  3. "Laissez falre"

2. "Democratic "  4. Other or combined

I. Secondary managemenst structure (core manoqemenf staff)

1. Age of core !taff members 5. Previous management experi.nce

2. Sex of core staff members 6. Amount of pre-occupancy training

3. Occupation of core staff 7. Manner in which selected

members 8. Leadership style

4. Education of core staff
r'mmbers

1For the meaning of these ters and the context in which they are used see

Hire, Handbook of Small Group Research, pp. 309-316
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J. Major Management Fi"oblems

1. Planned simulated emergencies
2. Unplanned problems

K. Management decisions and actions in response to problems

L. Results of maiigement decisions/actions

M. Extent and nature of informal shelter leadership

1. Informal leaders
2. Basis for emergence
3. Relationship between formal and informal eadership

Vl. Shelter Crqanizdtion

A. Task teams

1. Number and types of teams 4. Number of shifts
2. Size of team 5. Method of selection of team
3. Time formed head and members

6. Extent of reassignments
7. Special problems In relation

to team performance

0. Community organization (Units, Sections, Divisions)

1. Number and type of community 5. Extent of reassignments
groups 6. Major interaction patterns

2. Size of community groups within and between groups
3. Time formed 7. Special problems in relation
4. Method of selection of group to community groups

head and group members

C. Other formal groups (e.g., advisory committees)

D. informal organization

I. Nature and extent of informal organization in task teams
2. Nature and extent of informal organization in community groups

E. Cmmunicatlon channels and patterns of communication

VII. Shelter Oper-at i-o

A. Tpes of activities

I. Radiological protection 8. Management cf supplies
.Atnmosphere & temperature control 9. Security & safety I

, Provision of food and water 10. Administration
4. Sleeping 11. Training

M, Medical care 12. Recreatiin (planned/free time)
(I. Sanitatbon 13. Religious I
,. Comiunnication 14. Psychological support

15. Other

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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B. Scherule of activities

C. Probems In conducting shelter activities

1. Problems of implementation
2. Problems of acceptance

V!ill Simulated E•qrqen s

A. Types of emergencies

1. Radiation ewergencles 7. Atmosphere I temperature
2. Fire/smoke/fumes emergencies
3. Illness/injury/death 8. Equipmnt failures
4. Psychological problems 9. Supply emergencies
5. Social control problems 10. Rescue & repair emergencies
6. Overcrowdi.,g problems 11. External emergencies

12. Other

B. impact upon shelterees

C. Solutioi to emergencies

ix. Exercl e Evaluation

A. Length of exercise

B, Austerity

C. Realism

D. Training henefits

E. Role of instruc:ional staffs

F. Student attitudes and performance

G. High points and weak points

H. Suggested modifications

I

I
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